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Abstract—Medium Access Control (MAC) protocols for Wire-
less Local Area Networks (WLANs) as well as Wireless Personal
Area Networks (WPANs) like Carrier Sense Multiple Access
with Collision Avoidance (CSMA/CA) are known to provide
stable distributed channel access for multiple users. The wide
acceptance of wireless systems operating in licensed-exempt
frequencies demands for efficient spectrum usage of the scarce
radio resources. In partially overlapping network scenarios where
channel reuse becomes possible, the non-deterministic behavior
prevents random access protocols from exploiting substantial
reuse gain. This paper studies the performance of the Distributed
Reservation Protocol (DRP) and the Prioritized Contention
Access (PCA), a CSMA/CA Protocol, as specified in the Ultra
Wideband (UWB) standard ECMA-368. The focus is in particular
on channel reuse efficiency and the given result motivates to
use DRP to substantial improve spectrum efficiency in scenarios,
where a minimal reuse distance is desired. It is shown, that a gain
of more than 50% is attained due to the deterministic channel
access of DRP in comparison to PCA in partially overlapping
network scenarios.

Index Terms—PCA, DRP, random channel access, distributed
reservation protocol, wireless personal area networks, mac, ultra
wideband

I. INTRODUCTION

In a radio system, where multiple users share the same

channel, access to the medium has to be coordinated to pre-

vent stations from harmful interference, also called collision.

Collided data frames have to be retransmitted, wasting channel

capacity. The medium access is controlled by the MAC Layer,

a sublayer of the Data Link Layer (DLL). Its task is to

organize the access to the shared channel in such a manner,

that collisions are avoided and operation related performance

criteria are met. These criteria, like data prioritization or

frame delay constraints depend on the capabilities of the

MAC protocol and affect the frame scheduling strategy. MAC

protocols represent rules on how to access the radio channel

and can be classified as contention based and reservation

based protocols. The difference is that under contention based

medium access collisions may occur whilst under reservation

based channel access time is allocated to a frame exclusively

in advance. Furthermore, medium access may be coordinated

centrally or distributedly. With the CSMA/CA MAC protocol

according to standard IEEE 802.11 [7], stations as well as the

central Access Point (AP), compete in a fully distributed way

for channel access according to the rules of the Distributed

Coordination Function (DCF). After a non-deterministic con-

tention phase, a station which has been granted the right to

access the channel, starts to transmit its user data. It is expected

that an increasing number of competing stations decreases

the system capacity. A reservation based protocol manages

the channel access without competition, therefore maintains

a constant system capacity with an increasing number of

stations. The undaunted great interest in wireless systems

operating in licensed-exempt spectrum makes the efficient

usage of the scarce channel resources essential. From the

results it is shown, that the PCA protocol is not the preferred

MAC protocol to improve system capacity in partially over-

lapping network scenarios where not all stations are in mutual

receive range. In this paper distributed contention based and

reservation based channel access according to the ECMA-

368 standard are investigated. It is shown, that reservation

based access benefits from higher reuse gain. The benefit of

decreased protocol overhead, due to decreased channel access

competition, appears to be of minor importance in comparison

to the rigorous exploitation of spatial channel reuse. The paper

is organized as followed: In Section II related work is shown,

in Section III an overview on UWB and ECMA-368 is given

followed by an analytical investigation in Section IV. The

evaluation is shown in Section V and a conclusion is given

in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

The concept of distributed channel access is first introduced

in [1] called Aloha protocol and extended in [18]. The random

access protocols are extensively studied in literature [9]. Moni-

toring the channel activity and deferring from channel access if

the channel is busy is a further enhancement of the Aloha pro-

tocol, leading to the CSMA/CA protocol used in IEEE 802.11,

[7], [11], [10]. The CSMA/CA protocol is subject to many

academic researches. A Markov analysis of CSMA/CA is

done in [3] to calculate the maximal throughput obtained from

DCF, assuming nonempty queues. A non-saturated system is

investigated in [12]. [5] presents a more precise analytical

model of the DCF extended from [3], to take the freezing

probability of the Backoff Counter (BC) into account, if the

channel is sensed as busy. Access categories which affect

the channel access parameters, e.g. the contention window,

are introduced in IEEE 802.11e and investigated in [14].



The access category differentiation introduced by Enhanced

Distributed Channel Access (EDCA) is considered in [17].

The two-dimensional Markov chain used in [3] is extended by

an additional dimension to take virtual collision into account.

Virtual collisions are a result from competition within a

station, if different access categories contended independently

on channel access. The EDCA is also subject to [8], where the

MAC frame delay Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF)

is calculated. The impact of the Transmission Opportunity

(TxOP) length on throughput and delay is examined in [16],

[19]. It is shown that the TxOP length affects the system

capacity dependent on the access category. The ECMA-368

standard in particular is investigated in [2], [21], [13]. [2]

shows a mathematical model of ECMA-368 and uses a Matrix

Generation Method to calculate the throughput of the system,

whereas [21] and [13] depend on the markov analyses by

[3], showing the system performance in the presence of DRP

reservations. All cited publications commonly investigate the

system throughput of scenarios where stations are in mutual

receive range. The advantage of DRP in partially overlapping

network scenarios, where not all stations are in mutual receive

range is not considered. [20] investigates by simulation the

performance of DRP in overlapping piconets and proposes

an interference-aware scheduling to improve system capacity.

[15] focuses on coexistence among overlapping Basic Service

Sets and examines Quality of Service (QoS) related results

by simulation. As the QoS related parameters of the EDCA

are not in the view of our analysis, the paper is based on

the often used model proposed in [3]. This model is used to

investigate the channel reuse gain obtained from contention

and reservation based channel access in partially overlapping

network scenarios. For the best of our knowledge, this is one

of the first paper focusing on channel reuse efficiency of PCA

and DRP.

III. ECMA-368

The ECMA-368 standard [4], formally known as WiMedia

standard applies contention based as well as reservation based

channel access. The contention based channel access called

Prioritized Contention Access (PCA) is derived from IEEE

802.11 EDCA [7] amendment ”e”. The reservation based

channel access is called DRP and it is based on the proposal

in [6].

A. Physical Layer

ECMA-368 is a standard for ultra wideband WPANs oper-

ating in the frequency range from 3.1 GHz to 10.6 GHz. The

spectrum is subdivided into frequency bands with a bandwidth

of 528 MHz each. Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplex

(OFDM) is applied with a symbol length of 312.5 ns. Data

symbols are modulated onto 128 subcarriers by means of

one out of eight Modulation and Coding Schemes (MCSs)

providing data rates from 53.3 Mb/s to 480 Mb/s.

B. Medium Access Control Layer

Time is divided into superframes of 65 ms length, see

Figure 1. A superframe comprises 256 Medium Access Slots

Superframe

256 MAS
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Beacon Period Data Transfer Period

MAS
Beacon 

Slot

1/3 MAS

Beacon

Fig. 1. The ECMA-368 superframe.

(MASs), each 256µs in length. It is mandatory for each active

station to send a short management frame, called Beacon,

in the Beacon Period (BP). A Beacon carries Information

Elements (IEs), giving information on capabilities of the

station and channel reservations in the Data Transfer Period

(DTP) of the superframe. During the DTP stations transmit

user data frames in one or more reserved MASs. The ECMA-

368 standardizes two channel access protocols: PCA and DRP.

1) Prioritized Contention Access (PCA): The PCA protocol

is a CSMA/CA protocol. A station having a data frame

ready to send first chooses, from the interval CW (Contention

Window)

CW = [0, a), a = cwmin (1)

a uniformly distributed random number. cwmin is the initial,

minimal Contention Window (CW). The integer random num-

ber, called Backoff Counter (BC), gives the number of slots

the station has to wait before transmitting in an idle channel.

If the channel is sensed idle (Carrier Sense) for a period of

time equal to Arbitration Interframe Space (AIFS) the station

starts to decrement its BC by one for each slot time σ as long

as the channel stays idle. If the channel is sensed busy again

owing to another station starting transmission, the station stops

decrementing its BC. If the channel is sensed idle for AIFS

duration again, the station starts to further decrement its BC.

If the BC reaches zero the station starts to transmit its user

data for a predetermined period of time, called TxOP. For

the purpose of Collision Avoidance, parameter a in Eq. (1) is

doubled every time a collision occurs

a = 2mcwmin,m = [0,mmax] (2)

until the number of collisions m reaches mmax. Under the

Immediate-ACK strategy, a data frame transmission is finished

after the successful reception of an Acknowledgment (ACK).

Data frame transmission duration and the duration to receive

the ACK is called Frame Transaction (FT), tft in length,

as shown in Figure 2. A station discovers an unsuccessful

transmission from a missing ACK. The parameters Short

Interframe Space (SIFS) and σ are Physical Layer (PHY)

specific, whereas AIFS duration depends on PHY and MAC

capabilities. AIFS serves for frame prioritization. As we do not

focus on frame prioritization constant Distributed Interframe

Space (DIFS) is used in the following instead of AIFS.
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2) Distributed Reservation Protocol (DRP): The DRP re-

serves channel time for transmission of data frames exclu-

sively. The shortest radio resource unit which can be reserved

is one MAS. ECMA-368 provides no guidelines how to

reserve MASs. DRP reservations can be classified into the

following categories according to [20]: single MAS, multiple

single MASs, multiple adjacent MASs or multiple adjacent

non-consecutive MASs. As a guard time is needed only once

per TxOP a reservation following the multiple adjacent MASs

strategy uses channel time more efficient than the multiple-

single MAS strategy. Figure 3 shows a DRP reservation

according to the multiple adjacent non-consecutive MAS strat-

egy.

Fig. 3. DRP reservation pattern.

The amount of MASs required to be reserved per station

depends on its offered traffic and has to be calculated by

the station itself. In terms of ECMA-368 the source station

is called reservation owner, the receiver station is called

reservation target, owner and target for short. The owner

proposes in its Beacon a certain MAS allocation pattern. If

the proposed MASs are unoccupied in the view of the target,

the target acknowledges the MAS allocation. The negotiation

is done by exchange of Distributed Reservation Protocol

Information Elements (DRPIEs) carried in Beacons of owner

and target. This two-way handshake inhibits transmissions

confirming the reservation of hidden stations. Information on

current reservations of MASs are continuously repeated in

each BP. Thus, stations in mutual receive range of the owner

and the target defer from trying to reserve the respective MASs

and exclusive transmission from the owner to the target is

guaranteed. Stations in mutual receive range are members

of an individual neighborhood called Beacon Group (BG).

MASs reservations are respected in the BGs of owner and

target, thus stations defer from channel access if they are in

mutual decoding range. For PCA in contrast, the station senses

the medium as busy and stops decrementing the BC, if a

signal is detected. The detection range commonly exceeds the

decoding range. To investigate the upper bound PCA capacity,

the detection range is in the following equal to the decoding

range.

IV. ANALYTICAL STUDY

The following study is based on [3], where the DCF with

its slotted binary exponential backoff is modeled through a

two-dimensional Markov chain. The main assumptions are

summarized in Section IV-A, in the following Sections IV-B

to IV-D this model is extended to consider the TxOP and

subsequently to determine DRP and PCA system capacity in

partially overlapping network scenarios.

A. Modeling the DCF

The key assumptions to calculate saturation throughput

of the DCF in [3] are the collision probability p to be

constant, regardless of the number of collisions a frame has

suffered from, ideal radio propagation and a finite number

of stations N . The first dimension of a state of the Markov

chain represents the backoff stage i, with i ∈ [0,mmax],
the second dimension j represents the BC chosen uniformly

from CW = [0, a), with a = 2i · cwmin. The probability

τ that a station transmits is calculated from the stationary

state distribution bi,j of the Markov chain. A station starts to

transmit when the BC j reaches zero regardless of the station’s

backoff stage i. Thus, it follows [3]:

τ =

mmax∑

i=0

bi,0 (3)

In [3] it is shown that

τ =
2(1− 2p)

(1− 2p)(W + 1) + pW (1− (2p)mmax)
,W = cwmin

(4)

with the collision probability

p = 1− (1− τ)N−1 (5)

This system of non-linear equations, Eqs. (4) and (5), is solved

numerically. The saturation throughput S in [3] is:

S =
L · Ps · Ptr

(1− Ptr)σ + PsPtrTs + Ptr(1−
Ps

Ptr
)Tc

(6)

where L denotes the frame length in bits, σ the slot time,

Ps = Nτ(1− τ)N−1 (7)

the probability that the transmission is successful and

Ptr = 1− (1− τ)N (8)

the probability that one or more of N stations start to transmit.

Ts is the transmission time of a successfully transmitted frame:

Ts = tdifs +

tft
︷ ︸︸ ︷

tpreamble + theader + tpayload + 2 · tsifs + tack

+2 · tprop
(9)
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where tdifs is the Distributed Interframe Space duration,

tpreamble the preamble duration, theader the MAC header

duration, tpayload the payload duration, tsifs the Short Inter-

frame Space duration, tack the ACK duration and tprop the

propagation time. Tc models the time wasted in collision:

Tc = tdifs + tpreamble + theader + tpayload + tprop (10)

The propagation time tprop is neglected in the following.

B. Considering the TxOP length

If the first frame is transmitted successfully, see Figure 2,

channel access is granted without further contention for a

total time called TxOP. If a collision occurs only the first

frame is involved, since the station does not receive an ACK

and therefore stops transmission, hence Eq. (10) remains

unchanged. Any of the other stations cannot sense the channel

as idle between subsequent frames during TxOP transmission,

as the idle time SIFS between frames is less than DIFS,

as depicted in Figure 2. Transmissions during TxOP are

contention free, where Nf = ⌊ tTxOP

tft
⌋ frames are transmitted

without competition and Eq. (9) has to be modified to become

T tx
s = tdifs +Nf · tft (11)

with tft the FT duration and tTxOP the TxOP duration.

The time duration TxOP translates into an amount of data

according to the MCS applied.

C. Normalized System Capacity

Eq. (6) can be reformulated:

S =
L

tft
·

tft · Ps · Ptr

(1− Ptr)σ + PsPtrT tx
s + Ptr(1−

Ps

Ptr
)Tc

=
L

tft
· kpca

(12)

kpca in Eq. (12) represents the dimensionless normalized

system capacity of the PCA protocol. Figure 4 shows kpca
versus number of stations for typical MCSs assuming the

parameter values given in Table I.

TABLE I
PARAMETERS, BEST EFFORT

Parameter Value

cwmin 16
m 6
AIFS 4
TxOP 512µs
tpreamble 9.375µs
theader 3.75µs
tsifs 10µs
tack 13.75µs
σ 9µs
tdifs tsifs +AIFS · σ
Frame Size negative exponential distributed, mean 1500B
MCS 160 Mb/s
rwpan 6m
rtx,max 13.78m

All stations are in mutual receive range, collisions occur if two

or more stations start to transmit at the same time. The system

capacity is normalized with respect to the MCS dependent

tft. kpca is between 70% and 82% for a varying MCS and in-

creasing number of stations. kpca stays approximately constant

for an increasing number of stations for a certain MCS, for

example with a MCS offering 400 Mb/s, kpca decreases from

82% to 80%. The increasing number of competing stations

has no strong effect on the normalized system capacity, if all

stations are in mutual receive range.

D. Partially Overlapping networks

System Capacity PCA: The model in [3] assumes that

stations are in mutual receive range, so that every station

is able to decode ongoing transmissions. This is evident

in particular from the transmission probability τ which is

the same transmission probability for each station N in

Eqs. (3) , (4) , (5). Spatial channel reuse is possible if stations

are not in mutual receive range. With partially overlapping

networks, see Figure 5, the number M of stations in mutual

receive range is station dependent and τ , as it depends on the

number of competing stations in Eqs. (4) and (5) cannot be

considered constant for each station anymore. In each network

with radius rwpan, see Figure 5, five stations are randomly

placed following a uniform distribution, N = 10 stations in

total. In receive range rtx of station 1, 7 stations are located,

i.e. the BG of station 1 comprises in total M1 = 8 stations.

We assume that the distance between sending and receiving

station is infinitesimal (dtx,rx → 0m).

N −M1 stations are able to transmit in parallel without af-

fecting transmissions of station 1. As stated in Eqs. (4) and (5),

the transmission probability τ of a station is a function of the

collision probability p. Thus, τ depends on the transmission

probabilities of neighboring stations. We define τi as the

transmission probability of station i, with i ∈ (0, · · · , N − 1).
Eq. (4) is modified

τi =
2(1− 2pi)

(1− 2pi)(W + 1) + piW (1− (2pi)mmax)
,W = cwmin

(13)



with pi the collision probability of station i. A data frame

transmission collides, if at least two or more stations in the

BG start to transmit at the same time. Eq. (5) is modified to

take the BG members Mi of station i into account

pi = 1−

Mi−1∏

l=0

(1− τl),with l 6= i (14)

The success probability Ps in Eq. (7) can be rewritten:

Ps =
N−1∑

i=0

τi

N−1∏

l=0

(1− τl),with l 6= i (15)

Eq. (15) becomes Eq. (7), if all stations are in mutual receive

range, an assumption which is not valid anymore. In the

following, the station i dependent success probability P
′

si

is derived from Eq. (15). Station i transmits successfully,

if the surrounding Mi − 1 stations defer from channel ac-

cess. P
′

si depends on the individual station’s transmission

probability τi and on the transmission probabilities τl with

l ∈ (0, · · · ,M − 1), l 6= i of the stations in the neighborhood

of station i:

P
′

si = τi

Mi−1∏

l=0

(1− τl), l 6= i (16)

The transmission probabilities τl are calculated iteratively as

described in the next Section. Let Np be the number of

overlapping networks, then the weighted sum over all N

stations in the scenario

P
′

s =
1

Np

N−1∑

i=0

P
′

si (17)

reflects the probability that a frame transmission occurring

on the channel is successful. In the same way as Eq. (7)

is rewritten in Eq. (15), the probability that at least one

transmission occurs described in Eq. (8) can be reformulated

to describe the probability P
′

tri that at least one transmission

occurs on the channel in the view of station i:

P
′

tri = 1−

(

(1− τi)

Mi−1∏

l=0

(1− τl)

)

, l 6= i (18)

kpca in Eq. (12) becomes kpcai:

kpcai =
tftP

′

siP
′

tri

(1− P
′

tri)σ + P
′

siP
′

triT
tx
s + P

′

tri(1−
P

′

s i

P
′

tri

)Tc

(19)

which results in

kpca =
N−1∑

i=0

1

Mi

· kpcai
(20)

System Capacity DRP: Calculation of the normalized system

capacity of DRP kdrp is not possible in the same way as
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Fig. 5. Two overlapping networks, each serves five stations.
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done for kpca. DRP is a reservation based protocol without

a collision related frame delay caused by medium access

competition. It is worth mentioning that in real UWB systems

overhead is caused by guard times carried in each TxOP and

Beacon transmission for reservation. A Beacon lasts 85µs,

only a third of a MAS. With few stations in a network, guard

times as well as beaconing overhead are negligible small. We

describe the DRP saturation throughput as:

Sdrp =
L

tft
kdrp (21)

with L and tft as denoted before. The MASs are spread evenly

across all stations and the normalized DRP system capacity

becomes

kdrp =
N−1∑

i=0

1

Mi

(22)

If all stations are in mutual receive range kdrp is 1. The

resources are used without channel access competition.

V. EVALUATION

This section describes the results obtained from analysis

as well as simulation. Figure 5 shows the studied scenario.

The center distance d is variable. The scenario has been also

extended to 5 and 9 overlapping WPANs, see Figure 7. The

parameter values are given in Table I.
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A. Analysis

Results are obtained by Monte Carlo experiments with 250

seeds described in the following. First, for a given center

distance d, 5 stations are randomly placed in each WPAN,

following a uniform distribution, as depicted in Figures 5 and

7. The number Mi of stations in mutual receive range of

each station i ∈ (0, · · · , N − 1) is determined. rtx,max is the

maximum receive range for UWB for a pathloss coefficient

of γ = 2.0 and a frequency of f = 3.96GHz. An iterative

process is used to solve the non-linear equation system com-

prising Eqs. (13) and (14) for each station i. The first iteration

step starts with an initial value τ
(0)
i = 0.5 for each station i.

Eq. (14) is used to calculate p
(0)
i .

p
(0)
i is in turn used to calculate the new τ

(1)
i from Eq. (13).

Figure 6 shows max(τ
(k)
i ) for k ∈ (0, · · · , 10) iteration steps,

for variable center distance d and different initial values τ (0).

For reasons of clarity only max(τ (k)) is shown. With an

increasing center distance d, the connectivity C decreases and

the transmission probability increases. Finally the values τi
and pi are used to calculate kpcai from Eq. (19).

B. Simulation

The results obtained from analysis are compared to sim-

ulation results, where the same parameter values are used,

see Table I. The Monte Carlo simulation comprises 250 sce-

nario instances, each represented by random station positions,

derived from different seeds. The Algorithm (1) shows the

simulated PCA channel access.

Algorithm 1 PCA Channel Access

Determine stations’ position
Choose for any station BC from CW = [1, · · · , cwmin + 1)
while samples do

BC = BC − 1
if BC == 0 then

Station is in transmission mode
end if
if stations are in transmission mode then

if distance between stations is less than rtx,max then
Collided: double CW and choose new BC

else
Successful: choose new BC from CW = [1, · · · , cwmin + 1)

end if
end if
samples = samples-1

end while
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C. Results

To validate the model of the PCA performance in partially

overlapping WPANs, we compare the analytical results with

the results obtained by simulation. Figure 8 shows the mean

success probability P ′

s and the 99 %-confidence intervals, ob-

tained by simulation in comparison to calculation of Eq. (17).

Three areas can be differentiated: First, for d . 3m all N

stations are in mutual receive range, the connectivity is 1. If

two or more stations start to transmit at the same time data

frames collide, P ′

s ≈ 18%. Second, if d is increased the

WPANs overlap partially and channel reuse becomes possible

because the connectivity decreases and not all stations are in

mutual receive range, anymore. P ′

s is then in the range from

18% to 28%. Third, if d & 22m only stations belonging to

the same WPAN are in mutual receive range, the connectivity

is at its minimum.

The results are used to calculate the normalized system capac-

ities kpca and kdrp, shown in Figure 9 for 5 WPANs.

If d < 2m for kdrp and d < 3m for kpca all 25 stations are

in mutual receive range, kpca ≈ 0.8 and 20% smaller than

kdrp. If d > 22m only the 5 stations belonging to a WPAN

compete for channel access and kpca ≈ 4.2, 16% smaller
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than kdrp. Despite the fact, that the number of competing

stations is decreased from 25 to 5, kpca does not increase

significantly in comparison to kdrp. It is caused by the TxOP

length, which is granted to a station, if the station competes

successfully for channel access. The time wasted in collision

Tc is considerable smaller than T tx
s . In the range from 2 m to

22 m the connectivity decreases. If d = 10m the capacity gain

of DRP is 68% in comparison to PCA. Figure 10 shows the

gain of DRP over PCA for partially overlapping WPANs as

ratio of q(d) =
kdrp(d)
kpca(d)

. If the connectivity is 1 for d < 3m the

gain of DRP for 2, 5 and 9 WPANs is between 1.2 to 1.3. If

d increases, the number of competing stations decreases and

channel reuse becomes possible. The capacity gain of DRP

increases to a maximum, amounting 1.6, 1.9 and 3.1 between

d = 8m to d = 10m for 2, 5 and 9 WPANs respectivily. If d

is further increased, the DRP capacity gain decreases as more

stations using PCA benefit from channel reuse.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have extended a widely accepted analytical model of

the DCF to study the performance of PCA in partially over-

lapping network scenarios. The obtained results are compared

to DRP. It is shown that reservation based DRP channel

access benefits more from channel reuse gain in comparison to

the contention based PCA channel access. Results shown in

Figure 9 indicate that decreasing the number of competing

stations do not significantly improve PCA performance. In

partially overlapping network scenarios, performance gains up

to 3.0 for the reservation based channel access resulting from

the fact that stations which are not in mutual receive range

transmit in parallel at any time and thus maximize benefits

from channel reuse whereas for non-deterministic channel

access protocols channel reuse is based on a random process

and thus unpredictable.
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